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 An oral history of the JFK autopsy Anyone An oral history of the JFK autopsy Anyone
interested in the greatest mystery of the 20thinterested in the greatest mystery of the 20th
century will benefit from the historic perspective ofcentury will benefit from the historic perspective of
the attendees of President Kennedy’s autopsy. Forthe attendees of President Kennedy’s autopsy. For
the first time in their own words these witnesses tothe first time in their own words these witnesses to
history give firsthand accounts of what took place inhistory give firsthand accounts of what took place in
the autopsy morgue at Bethesda, Maryland, on thethe autopsy morgue at Bethesda, Maryland, on the
night on November 22, 1963. Author William Matsonnight on November 22, 1963. Author William Matson
Law set out on a personal quest to reach anLaw set out on a personal quest to reach an
understanding of the circumstances underpinningunderstanding of the circumstances underpinning
the assassination of John F. Kennedy. Histhe assassination of John F. Kennedy. His
investigation led him to the autopsy on theinvestigation led him to the autopsy on the
president’s body at the National Naval Medicalpresident’s body at the National Naval Medical
Center. In the Eye of History comprises conversatioCenter. In the Eye of History comprises conversatio
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Children's Play, Pretense, and Story: Studies inChildren's Play, Pretense, and Story: Studies in
Culture, Context, and Autism Spectrum DisorderCulture, Context, and Autism Spectrum Disorder

 At the heart of this volume is the recognition that At the heart of this volume is the recognition that
children’s engagement with play and story arechildren’s engagement with play and story are
intrinsically and intricately linked. The contributingintrinsically and intricately linked. The contributing
authors share a passionate interest in theauthors share a passionate interest in the
development and well-being of children, in particulardevelopment and well-being of children, in particular
through their use of imagination and adaptthrough their use of imagination and adapt

Hunger Strike: Starving Amidst PlentyHunger Strike: Starving Amidst Plenty

 This is Susie Orbach’s classic text on anorexia, This is Susie Orbach’s classic text on anorexia,
where for the first time the myths andwhere for the first time the myths and
misconceptions of an emerging cultural epidemicmisconceptions of an emerging cultural epidemic
were dispelled. Since its initial publication in 1986,were dispelled. Since its initial publication in 1986,
Hunger Strike has been at the center of the debateHunger Strike has been at the center of the debate
over anorexia. This beautifully repackaged editionover anorexia. This beautifully repackaged edition

Forged by Desire (London Steampunk)Forged by Desire (London Steampunk)

 A fear she can't escape and a desire that can't be A fear she can't escape and a desire that can't be
tempered... Ten years ago, Perry fled her thralltempered... Ten years ago, Perry fled her thrall
contract to find sanctuary among the Nighthawks. Incontract to find sanctuary among the Nighthawks. In
that time, she's become a respected woman of thethat time, she's become a respected woman of the
Guard, and she's wanted Garrett Reed for as longGuard, and she's wanted Garrett Reed for as long
as she can remember. But when a new case takesas she can remember. But when a new case takes
aa

An American Tragedy (Signet Classics)An American Tragedy (Signet Classics)

 An American Masterpiece Clyde Griffiths finds his An American Masterpiece Clyde Griffiths finds his
social-climbing aspirations and love for a rich andsocial-climbing aspirations and love for a rich and
beautiful debutante threatened when his lower-classbeautiful debutante threatened when his lower-class
pregnant girlfriend gives him an ultimatum.pregnant girlfriend gives him an ultimatum.
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
I live in South Africa and paid the ROE 17 to 1 USA so this was not a cheap purchase for me.As aI live in South Africa and paid the ROE 17 to 1 USA so this was not a cheap purchase for me.As a
result I was disappointed that the wording and phrasing in some of the interviews were soresult I was disappointed that the wording and phrasing in some of the interviews were so
carelessly written without obviously been edited/checked.carelessly written without obviously been edited/checked.
Yes, confusing for sure but then that is what this whole conspiracy thing was supposed to be!!!!Yes, confusing for sure but then that is what this whole conspiracy thing was supposed to be!!!!
A lot of time, research and effort has been inputted by Mr Law but it felt as if he just threw all theA lot of time, research and effort has been inputted by Mr Law but it felt as if he just threw all the
research together without much thought for the reader.research together without much thought for the reader.
He had recommended and sent a copy to Mr Siebert of Noel Twyman's Bloody Treason.He had recommended and sent a copy to Mr Siebert of Noel Twyman's Bloody Treason.
This I have downloaded and so far I love the more organised 'put together' of all the confusingThis I have downloaded and so far I love the more organised 'put together' of all the confusing
facts and evidence.facts and evidence.

 Review 2: Review 2:
This expanded second edition of In The Eye of History is absolutely necessary reading forThis expanded second edition of In The Eye of History is absolutely necessary reading for
anyone wanting a better understanding of events surrounding the autopsy of President Kennedy.anyone wanting a better understanding of events surrounding the autopsy of President Kennedy.
It includes 170 pages of new material as well as a DVD of interviews. William Matson Law hasIt includes 170 pages of new material as well as a DVD of interviews. William Matson Law has
done us a tremendous service by capturing the thoughts and feelings of these men and womendone us a tremendous service by capturing the thoughts and feelings of these men and women
who suddenly found themselves in the middle of this tragic event in 1963. Listen to their storieswho suddenly found themselves in the middle of this tragic event in 1963. Listen to their stories
and you'll have a more true picture of what actually happened at Bethesda naval hospital. It mayand you'll have a more true picture of what actually happened at Bethesda naval hospital. It may
not be what you want to hear, but its our history, nevertheless.not be what you want to hear, but its our history, nevertheless.

 Review 3: Review 3:
I'm a big fan of oral histories and William Law has brought most of the Bethesda autopsyI'm a big fan of oral histories and William Law has brought most of the Bethesda autopsy
witnesses together in this book. To me, letting a witness tell his own story, and not having to fitwitnesses together in this book. To me, letting a witness tell his own story, and not having to fit
the confines of the author's own theory of what happened is the best way to research a book,the confines of the author's own theory of what happened is the best way to research a book,
even if sometimes those witnesses disagree with one another.even if sometimes those witnesses disagree with one another.
There are times when the author lets his own theory creep in, but these are few and acceptable inThere are times when the author lets his own theory creep in, but these are few and acceptable in
reading this book. I do wish the author (and sometimes his assistant, i.e. Deb Conway) had letreading this book. I do wish the author (and sometimes his assistant, i.e. Deb Conway) had let
the witness finish his statement before interrupting or asking another question.the witness finish his statement before interrupting or asking another question.

For example (on page 262):For example (on page 262):
James W. Sibert: " ......but those doctors didn't know anything about the shot hitting the curb thatJames W. Sibert: " ......but those doctors didn't know anything about the shot hitting the curb that
night. They hadn't even---"night. They hadn't even---"
Deb Conway: "He drew---remember when you drew that little sketch for the House SelectDeb Conway: "He drew---remember when you drew that little sketch for the House Select
Committee...."Committee...."

And so forth. There are many examples of this in the book, where I wished the questioner hadAnd so forth. There are many examples of this in the book, where I wished the questioner had
just been quiet, and let the person finish their answer.just been quiet, and let the person finish their answer.

Except for these small complaints, I recommend this book to any and all interested in the eventsExcept for these small complaints, I recommend this book to any and all interested in the events
at Bethesda on November 22, 1963.at Bethesda on November 22, 1963.

 Review 4: Review 4:
For those of you that value 1st hand accounts of those that were at the JFK Autopsy, this book isFor those of you that value 1st hand accounts of those that were at the JFK Autopsy, this book is
a Must Have.a Must Have.

 Review 5: Review 5:
I am a JFK assasination junkie. Can't get enough. I am hoping we will find out what trulyI am a JFK assasination junkie. Can't get enough. I am hoping we will find out what truly
happened in my lifetime. I have read them all and I would recommend this book to anyonehappened in my lifetime. I have read them all and I would recommend this book to anyone
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fascinated by the topic.fascinated by the topic.
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